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Embedded Line Scan System 

 

 
The Embedded Line Scan Camera VisionCam LM 

 
The concept “Embedded Vision” describes vision systems which can be optimally integrated into bigger 
systems or machines with a reduced hardware effort. This can also be realized with a smart camera 
consisting of a Linux industrial computer and a line scan sensor, in short, the VisionCam LM. Standard 
functions like real-time I/O, encoder interface, Real-Time Communication Controller, dual-core ARM 
Cortex-A15 CPU @ Linux OS, browser-based GUI, embedded Halcon and the high resolution of up to 
8.192 pixels allow the efficient development of individual applications. What is the benefit here? If the 
software is trimmed for the application, the follow-up costs for documentation, software 
maintenance, training effort, user questions, error messages etc. decrease considerably. 
“VisionDevice” is what this concept is called by IMAGO’s marketing team. With the features of a line 
scan camera, the VisionCam LM is designed for different tasks on the conveyor belt or with web-type 
material.  
 
The line-based VisionCam LM is complemented by its “siblings” with area scan or the new event-based 
sensors, as well as by the (little) sister VisionSensor PV for simple tasks. If neither the dual-core CPU 
nor the two coprocessors for OpenCL are enough, the “cousins” come into action: ARM-based multi-
core VisionBoxes with and without GPU and with further (camera-) interfaces. 
 
IMAGO Technologies, on the market for 25 years and manufacturer of embedded vision products for 
20 years, develops and produces additionally i-Core- / Windows-based PCs. Which concept is suitable, 
depending on the application and the customer’s character – that is what IMAGO’s experts can help 
decide in a first consultation. 



 
 

 
IMAGO Technologies GmbH: The company, founded in 1994, offers manufacturers of series systems 
VisionBoxes specifically optimized for systems of image processing. A technology starter kit includes 
camera, I/O, LED Controller, Ethernet and as an option fieldbus interfaces. Depending on the processor 
type (i-Core; ARM; GPGPU), the systems run in real-time mode on RT Linux, Linux or Windows 10 IoT. 
IMAGO supplies customers in the areas of industrial image processing and traffic engineering as well 
as device manufacturers, with the focus always lying on optimized image processing functionality. 
ODM (original design manufacturer) versions are available upon request. 
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